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Kinds of Energy
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Introduction
EnEnerergyg  is imimpop rtanant.t IIt t 

gggives usus llligigi hth . It runs ouurr cars 
anannanddd trtrains. EnEnere gy warmss ourr 
hohoh mes. It cooks our fooood. It 
runs our computers and TTVs. IIt 
helps us grow, move, andd think.
We use energy for everytthih ng.  
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Conclusion
ThThThererere e is the same ammouountnt 

ofofo eenen rgy totodaday as when thhe e
world beb gan.n Energy cannnnot be 
made. It cannot be destroyoyede .
It can only be changed intto o
other forms. 
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Plants change light
into chemical energy.
They store it as food.
They use the food to 
grow.

Animals cannot make
food. They get energy
from eating. They eat
plants or animals. Your 
body uses the food you 
have eaten to live and 
grow.

A light bulb changes 
electrical energy to light
and heat. A TV changes 
electrical energy into
light and sound. A radio
changes electrical energy 
to sound. 

Changing Energy
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What is Energy?
Energy is the ability to do work. Energy comes

in many forms. It can be:y f

Sound Light

Heat

Electrical Chemical

Mechanical
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Sound Energy

We can hear sound. Sounds are made when 
things move back and forth. This is called 
vibrating. Vibrations make sound waves. They move
to your ear. Then, you can hear them.  Sound waves
move through many things. They move through 
gases. They move through solids. They move
through liquids.
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Mechanical Energy

Mechanical energy is motion. It moves parts of 
a machine. People use it to move, too. Mechanical
energy puts a push or a pull on something else. This 
makes the object move. The wind moving windmill
blades is an example.
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Chemical Energy

A chemical change makes chemical energy. 
This happens when things mix to form something
new. When we use batteries, changes happen inside
the battery. The change makes electricity. 
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Light Energy

Light is energy we see. The sun gives off light. ghghtt isis eenenergrgyy wewe sseeee. ThThee susunn gigivevess ofofff lig
Light bulbs and candles give off light. Light can go hghtt bubulblbss anandd cacandndleless gigiveve ooffff lligightht. LiLighghtt cacann gogo 
through some objects and not through others.   through some objects and not through others.
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Heat Energy

Heat is energy we can feel. It makes our
houses warm. We use it to cook food. Temperature
measures heat energy.  Heat energy always moves
from warm to cool. Hold an ice cube. Heat will move
from your hand to the ice. Your hand feels cold. 
The ice cube melts.
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Electrical Energy

Electricity is the fl ow of electrical energy. 
We use it everyday. Electricity moves in wires. It 
can light a bulb. It makes the fi lament heat up. It 
glows.


